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Abstract: In order to meet the higher requirements of energy-absorbing structures in the lightweight
automobile design, the mechanical design and impact energy absorption of porous TPMS structures
are studied. Eight kinds of porous TPMS structure elements, Gyroid, Diamond, I-WP, Neovius,
Primitive, Fischer-Koch S, F-RD, and PMY, are designed based on Matlab, and the porous structure
samples composed of eight elements are printed and molded using SLM. The deformation mechanism,
mechanical response, and energy absorption characteristics of different porous TPMS structures
are investigated. Gyroid and Primitive elements are selected to fill the internal structure of the
energy-absorbing automobile boxes. Traditional thin-walled energy-absorbing boxes served as a
control group and were subjected to low-speed impact testing. The results show that the peak load
of the energy-absorbing box filled with TPMS porous structures is almost equal to the average load
under a 4.4 m/s impact, and the SEA of the energy-absorbing box filled with TPMS porous structures
is higher than the traditional thin-walled energy-absorbing box. The problems of excessive peak load
and inconsistent load fluctuation of traditional thin-walled energy-absorbing structures are effectively
solved by porous TPMS structures with the assurance that the lightweight and energy-absorbing
requirements are still met.

Keywords: automobile; lightweight design; energy absorbing box; TPMS porous structure;
quasi-static compression; impact dynamics

1. Introduction

The proposal of dual carbon targets has brought unprecedented challenges to the
automobile industry, requiring car manufacturers to rethink their plant operations and
sustainability goals [1]. Manufacturers prioritize lightweight automobiles as one of the
most essential energy-saving and emission-reduction measures [2]. As a high-speed mobile
manned vehicles, when the automobile collides, it poses a considerable threat to the per-
sonal safety of the occupants. Studying the performance of the car’s passive safety system
is essential, as it can significantly affect the final injury of the occupants [3], absorbing the
energy generated by the collision and improving the overall safety of vehicles put forward
higher requirements for lightweight, impact-resistant, and energy-absorbing structures.

In impact applications, the porous structure can realize a unique combination of
lightweight and superior load-carrying capacity due to its high porosity and microstruc-
tural designability. According to the order of the smallest constituent unit, porous structure
can be divided into stochastic structure and nonstochastic structure. The main repre-
sentative of stochastic structure is foam structure [4], and nonstochastic structure can be
divided into two-dimensional nonstochastic structure and three-dimensional nonstochastic
structure. The representative of two-dimensional nonstochastic structures is honeycomb
structure [5–10], while the main representative of three-dimensional nonstochastic struc-
ture is lattice structure [11–16]. As a new type of nonsolid lightweight structure, lattice
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structure has many excellent characteristics. Its high specific strength and high specific
stiffness can greatly reduce material loss while ensuring bearing capacity, playing a role
in cost savings and improving material utilization. Deshpande et al. [17] compared the
octet-truss lattice structure with foam structure in theory and experiment and found that
octet-truss lattice structure is superior to the foam structure in corresponding performance.
Kooistra et al. [18] and Moongkhamklang et al. [19] conducted mechanical experiments
on lattice structures made of titanium and aluminum materials, respectively. Based on
experimental data, it was proven that lattice structures have the best mechanical properties
among the three. Sun et al. [20] concluded that the specific strength and specific stiffness of
lattice structures are higher than those of honeycomb structures and foam structures.

In recent years, compared with the traditional lattice structure, the porous, triply
periodic minimal surface (TPMS) structure has the advantages of continuous topological
configuration and a smooth surface with zero mean curvature [21–23]. Cellular elements
are the decisive factor affecting the overall performance of porous structures. Many re-
search results have shown that as the smallest element in the construction of porous
structures [24], cellular elements are the crucial factor in the fatigue strength, stiffness,
and other performance of lattice structures [25,26]. Sychov et al. [27] and Berger et al. [28]
respectively conducted relevant studies on the triple periodic minimal surface curvature
cell and shell cell, breaking through existing cell configurations and proposing new cell
configurations. In addition, a large number of researchers prepared TPMS units using
additive manufacturing technology, combined with physical compression experiments for
mechanical properties analysis, and verified the effectiveness of the results by finite element
simulation. Lal et al. [29] designed and fabricated Periodic TPMS cell structures by com-
posite fused deposition modeling (FDM), and subsequently, anisotropic structure–property
relationships are determined using the Gibson–Ashby power law in terms of compressive
modulus, peak compressive stress, and specific energy absorption under axial and lateral
quasi-static compression load cases. Ge et al. [30] prepared the Ti6Al4V TPMS scaffolds
for bone implant applications and improved their mechanical performances, including
nanoindentation, static compression, and uniaxial tensile properties in the application of
manufacturing lattice structures using aluminum alloy as the material. Leary et al. [31] and
Giorleo et al. [32] completed the manufacturing of aluminum alloy lattice structures using
selective laser melting (SLM) and binder jetting (BJ) processes, respectively.

In terms of component strain measurement, 3D digital image correlation (3D-DIC)
is useful for the validation of finite element simulation models. Jonsson et al. [33] ad-
dressed the crash performance through high-speed imaging combined with 3D-DIC. By
continuously tracking the high-speed axial compression deformation of the automobile
energy-absorbing boxes, cracks can be identified and coupled to the load and intrusion
history of the experiment. Depending on the application of numerical calculations and
computer simulation tests, the influence of porous structural defects caused by the additive
manufacturing process on the deformation process of materials such as porous structures
obtained by 3D printing has also been studied widely. Doroszko et al. [34] obtained the
shape of the diamond structure struts and analyzed the influence of defects in the mate-
rial structure on the stress and strain distribution based on microtomographic (micro-CT)
measurements. Guillou et al. [35] used in situ synchrotron radiation computed tomog-
raphy (SRCT) for 3D visualization of microstructural evolution at stress levels between
10% and 90% of the damage evolution of a unidirectional flax/PLA composite loaded in
uniaxial tension.

It can be seen that improving the mechanical properties and structural efficiency
of lightweight structures promotes the rapid development of the optimal design of the
TPMS configuration, improvement of the additive manufacturing process, selection of raw
materials, and iteration of experimental methods. It is essential that we develop an efficient
and reliable analysis method in order to explore the law of performance optimization of
porous TPMS structures printed through additive manufacturing technology.
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In this paper, the TPMS unit is designed through the Matlab implicit function equation
to control the shape of the surface. The TPMS samples are completed by SLM, and the
finite element simulation models based on Hypermesh and Abaqus are established. Then,
through quasi-static compression experiments and axial compression simulations, the
influence of vertical load on its mechanical properties is studied, and its deformation
mechanism and mechanical properties are analyzed. Finally, Gyroid and Primitive are
selected to design automotive energy-absorbing boxes. The AlSi10Mg energy-absorbing
boxes are printed via SLM. Combined with 4.4 m/s impact simulation and experiments,
their impact resistance and energy-absorbing characteristics are compared with traditional
thin-walled energy-absorbing boxes. The energy absorption characteristics under impact
load are explored to provide a reference for the optimization method of the lightweight
design of the porous TPMS structure.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. TPMS Unit Design

This paper realizes the construction of porous units based on the implicit function
expression of surface units. The general implicit function expression of TPMS is as fol-
lows [36]:

Φ(r) =
k

∑
k−1

Ak cos(2π(hkgr)/λk + pk) + t = 0 (1)

where Ak is the amplitude factor, k is the periodic wavelength, r is the position vector in
Euclidean space, hk is the kth grid vector in the reciprocal space, pk is the phase offset, and
t is the distance constant of the surface.

The utilization of implicit functions allows for the construction of TPMS structures with
precise periodicity and phase. A visual representation of the typical TPMS unit morphology
is depicted in Figure 1 for various selected parameters t, with its corresponding implicit
function expression (Table 1).
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Table 1. TPMS (triply periodic minimal surface) units and their implicit function expressions.

TPMS Implicit Function Expression

Gyroid Φ(X, Y, Z) = sin X cos Y + sin Y cos Z + sin Z cos X + t = 0
Diamond Φ(X, Y, Z) = cos X cos Y cos Z − sin X sin Y sin Z + t = 0

I-WP Φ(X, Y, Z) = 2(cos X cos Y + cos Y cos Z + cos Z cos X)
−(cos 2X + cos 2Y + cos 2Z) + t = 0

Neovius Φ(X, Y, Z) = 3(cos X + cos Y + cos Z) + 4(cos X cos Y cos Z)
+t = 0

Primitive Φ(X, Y, Z) = cos X + cos Y + cos Z + t = 0
Fischer-Koch S Φ(X, Y, Z) = cos 2X sin Y cos Z + cos X cos 2Y sin Z

+ sin X cos Y cos 2Z + t = 0
F-RD Φ(X, Y, Z) = 4(cos X cos Y cos Z)− (cos 2X cos 2Y + cos 2Y cos 2Z

+ cos 2Z cos 2X) + t = 0
PMY Φ(X, Y, Z) = 2 cos X cos Y cos Z + sin 2X sin Y + sin X sin 2Z

+ sin 2Y sin Z + t = 0
where X = 2πx/L, Y = 2πy/L, Z = 2πz/L, L is the period of change of the implicit surface, and t is the distance
constant of the implicit surface.

The utilization of implicit functions to express implicit surfaces is not feasible in
current additive manufacturing systems. The TPMS unit’s physical representation is
completed using the STL data exchange format, making it easily applicable to the additive
manufacturing system. The isosurface drawing function of Matlab is used to complete the
point set calculation and visualization of the implicit surface. The Delaunay triangulation
principle is then utilized to triangulate the point set. The STL solid unit is created by using
triangulation (Figure 2).
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The distance constant of implicit surface t indicates the distance between a point on 
the surface Φ(X, Y, Z) defined by the implicit function and the corresponding point on the 
minimal surface derived from the function. Based on the condition that the integrity of the 
solid units built on the surface is maintained, the t values of these units exhibit varying 
ranges and impacts on porosity. Defects such as self-intersection and unit breakage can 
occur due to incorrect t values. Thus, it is crucial to initially determine the range of t values 
for each unit. Under the premise of ensuring the continuity of the solid elements con-
structed by the surface, we choose the same porosity of 30% (Figure 2), and the formability 
of SLM technology is verified next in Section 2.2. 
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Figure 2. The materialization of triply periodic minimal surface (TPMS) element based on the
Delaunay triangulation principle and 3D-printing TPMS unit model of 30% porosity.

The distance constant of implicit surface t indicates the distance between a point on
the surface Φ(X, Y, Z) defined by the implicit function and the corresponding point on the
minimal surface derived from the function. Based on the condition that the integrity of the
solid units built on the surface is maintained, the t values of these units exhibit varying
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ranges and impacts on porosity. Defects such as self-intersection and unit breakage can
occur due to incorrect t values. Thus, it is crucial to initially determine the range of t values
for each unit. Under the premise of ensuring the continuity of the solid elements constructed
by the surface, we choose the same porosity of 30% (Figure 2), and the formability of SLM
technology is verified next in Section 2.2.

2.2. Quasi-Static Compression Experiments

In order to study the influence of vertical load on the deformation mechanism and
mechanical properties of the TPMS porous structure, the digital models (STL files) were
processed in Matlab® v2021 software. Then, Materialise Magics® v24.0 was used to realize
the array of the TPMS porous structure in the three coordinate directions of X, Y, and Z and
obtain eight TPMS porous structure compression samples of 20 mm × 20 mm × 20 mm.

SLM is one of the most common metal additive manufacturing technologies and is
widely used in the preparation of aluminum alloy parts [37,38]. Therefore, SLM technology
is used to prepare tensile samples and lattice structures of aluminum alloy materials. In
our experiments, an FS271M (Farsoon Technologies Co., Ltd., Hunan, China) selective
laser melting (SLM) device was used for sample preparation (Figure 3). The samples were
made of AlSi10Mg (Farsoon Technologies Co., Ltd., Hunan, China), and their mechanical
properties are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Mechanical properties of AlSi10Mg.

Property Magnitude

Density (g/cm3) 2.71
Young’s modulus (GPa) 70

Yield strength (MPa) 284
Poisson’s ratio 0.33

After SLM molding tests, it was found that when the unit size was greater than 10 mm,
a volume fraction between 15% and 45% was more conducive to forming. Therefore, we
selected uniform TPMS porous structures with a cell size of 10 mm, period of 2 × 2 × 2, and
volume fraction of 30% as the quasi-static compression experiments group (Figure 4). At the
same time, three samples of uniform TPMS porous structures were prepared respectively.
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Table 3 shows the specific characterization of print quality. The weight of the sam-
ples was measured by precision electronic balance (Zhengfeng Electronic Technology Co.,
Ltd., Suzhou, China), and their dimensions were measured by vernier calipers (Meinaite
Industrial Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China).

Table 3. Quality characterization of printed samples with uniform and gradient structures.

Type Weight (g) Dimension
(X × Y × Z mm)

Gyroid
Sample 1 7.00 19.92 × 20.02 × 19.52
Sample 2 7.03 19.92 × 20.00 × 19.82
Sample 3 7.01 20.02 × 19.88 × 19.62

Diamond
Sample 1 7.83 20.18 × 20.20 × 20.10
Sample 2 7.63 20.12 × 20.18 × 20.16
Sample 3 7.47 20.20 × 20.00 × 20.12

I-WP
Sample 1 7.58 19.82 × 20.14 × 20.26
Sample 2 7.58 20.02 × 20.12 × 20.20
Sample 3 7.22 20.12 × 19.94 × 20.18

Neovius
Sample 1 8.74 20.20 × 19.92 × 20.10
Sample 2 8.66 20.12 × 19.98 × 20.08
Sample 3 8.66 20.10 × 19.94 × 20.12

Primitive
Sample 1 6.88 19.88 × 19.92 × 20.00
Sample 2 6.76 19.92 × 19.42 × 19.92
Sample 3 6.66 19.92 × 19.62 × 19.94

Fischer-Koch S
Sample 1 8.46 19.72 × 19.72 × 20.02
Sample 2 8.50 19.62 × 19.92 × 20.00
Sample 3 8.60 19.62 × 20.02 × 20.04

F-RD
Sample 1 9.07 20.09 × 20.12 × 19.92
Sample 2 9.43 20.20 × 20.20 × 19.92
Sample 3 9.27 20.13 × 20.20 × 19.96

PMY
Sample 1 10.13 19.41 × 20.02 × 19.82
Sample 2 10.18 19.62 × 20.00 × 19.92
Sample 3 10.33 19.42 × 20.40 × 20.00

The compression test of the sample prepared using SLM was carried out using the
LDW-100 kN microcomputer-controlled electronic universal testing machine (Jinan Ricks
Measurement and Control Technology Co., Ltd., Jinan, China) to evaluate its mechanical
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properties (Figure 5). Based on the ISO 13314-2011 standard [39], when the total compres-
sive strain is 50%, the compression experiment is carried out at a strain rate of 2 mm/min,
and the corresponding compressive force–displacement data are recorded. The tests were
stopped when the effective crush stroke was reached. At the same time, three specimens
were then repeatedly tested to ensure the accuracy of results, and a high-resolution video
camera recorded the whole experiment process to observe the deformation behavior of the
sample in the experiment.
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Subsequently, in order to accurately describe the mechanical properties and deforma-
tion behavior of the porous TPMS structure in the compression process, a joint simulation
analysis was carried out using Hypermesh® v2022 and Abaqus® v2022 software. Firstly, the
porous structure was divided into a tetrahedral (C3D10M) mesh model in the Hypermesh®

v2022 software, with an average mesh cell size of 0.4 mm. Then, the bottom plate was fixed
during the simulated compression, and the top plate was imposed with a smooth analytical
step value curve. Friction was modeled using the Coulomb friction model with a friction
coefficient of 0.3 to define the friction characteristics between the contacts (Figure 6). The
AlSi10Mg (Farsoon Technologies Co., Ltd., Hunan, China) was used as the material of the
porous TPMS structure simulation models.
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2.3. Low-Speed Impact Experiments of Automobile Energy-Absorbing Box
2.3.1. Structural Design

The automobile energy-absorbing box is a structure that absorbs the collision energy
transmitted by the beam through its crushing deformation during the low-speed collision
(16 km/h), reduces the collision force transmitted to the body structure, and avoids damage
to essential parts of the automobile. In this section, Gyroid and Primitive porous structures
are used as the core to fill the automobile energy-absorbing box. The design process of the
two TPMS porous structures filled with the automobile energy-absorbing box is shown in
Figure 7.
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2.3.2. Properties Characterization

In order to evaluate the energy absorption performance of the automobile energy-
absorbing box filled with TPMS porous structure, three groups of energy absorption
evaluation indexes, including the effective stroke ratio (ESR), average load (Fm), and
specific energy absorption (SEA), are introduced [40–42].

The ESR refers to the ratio of the effective compression stroke (Sef) to the length of
the energy-absorbing box before the structure of the energy-absorbing box reaches the
compacted state. The expression of ESR is as follows:

ESR =
Se f

L
(2)

The Sef is determined by the energy absorption efficiency of the energy-absorbing box
structure during compression. The corresponding compression displacement when the
energy absorption efficiency reaches the maximum value is defined as the effective stroke.
The expression of energy absorption efficiency (f ) is as follows:

f =

∫ s
0 F(s)ds

Fmax
(3)

where S is the crushing stroke of the structure, F is the crushing load, and Fmax is the
maximum value of the load in the length interval [0, S].

The Fm refers to the average load of the energy-absorbing box structure within the
effective stroke. Its expression is as follows:

Fm =

∫ Se f
0 F(s)ds

Se f
(4)

The SEA is an essential measure of the structural behavior of an energy-absorbing
system. It refers to the ratio of the internal energy absorbed by the energy-absorbing box
structure through buffer deformation to its structural mass m within the effective stroke.
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SEA characterizes the ability of structural unit mass energy absorption. Its expression is
as follows:

SEA =

∫ Se f
0 F(s)ds

m
(5)

2.3.3. Experimental Testing and Numerical Simulation

The length of the automobile energy-absorbing box filled with porous TPMS structures
designed above is 100 mm, the side length of the square section is 50 mm, and the wall
thickness is 0.5 mm. In order to analyze the effectiveness of the TPMS porous structures, a
comparison between them and the traditional thin-walled energy-absorbing box of the same
size was conducted, and the wall thickness of the traditional thin-walled energy-absorbing
box was 3 mm [43,44].

The automobile energy-absorbing boxes filled with porous Gyroid and Primitive
structures were prepared via an FS271M (Farsoon Technologies Co., Ltd., Hunan, China)
SLM device, and the traditional thin-walled energy-absorbing box as the low-speed impact
experiments control group (Figure 8). Three different styles of energy-absorbing boxes
with a height of 100 mm were arranged vertically in the direction of the scraper, and
corresponding square cross-sections of 50 mm×50 mm were printed layer by layer. The
materials of printed energy-absorbing boxes were also selected as AlSi10Mg (Farsoon
Technologies Co., Ltd., Hunan, China). Table 4 shows the specific 3D-printing quality
characterization of these novelty energy-absorbing boxes.
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Figure 8. The selective laser melting (SLM) printing products of the automobile energy-absorbing
boxes with porous triply periodic minimal surface (TPMS) structure filled.

Table 4. Quality characterization of printed boxes with porous triply periodic minimal surface (TPMS)
structures filled.

Type of Automobile
Energy-Absorbing Box Weight (g) Dimension

(X × Y × Z mm)

Traditional
thin-walled box

Sample 1 150.83 49.82 × 50.12 × 99.50
Sample 2 151.03 49.88 × 50.38 × 99.52
Sample 3 151.01 49.92 × 50.34 × 99.58

Gyroid filled box
Sample 1 228.88 50.01 × 50.02 × 99.62
Sample 2 227.60 50.08 × 50.02 × 99.40
Sample 3 227.82 50.02 × 50.04 × 99.48

Primitive filled box
Sample 1 228.29 50.01 × 50.02 × 99.58
Sample 2 228.36 50.08 × 50.08 × 99.60
Sample 3 228.33 50.02 × 50.04 × 99.60

In order to explore the mechanical response and evaluate the impact resistance and
energy-absorbing characteristics of the designed energy-absorbing boxes, the joint tests of
the low-speed impact experiments and the dynamic impact simulation analysis of 4.4 m/s
were carried out. The experimental equipment was WED-300 universal material testing
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machine (Eminuo Testing Machine Co., Ltd., Wuxi, China), and simulation parameters
were discussed in Section 2.2.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Mechanical Characterization of TPMS Structures
3.1.1. Deformation Mechanism

The high-resolution video camera records the whole experiment process in order
to observe the deformation behavior of the sample in the experiment. The quasi-static
compression deformation characteristics of the test samples and finite element simulation
at different compression times are shown in Figure 9. The colored part represents the von
Mises stress distribution of the porous material after compression.
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Figure 9. Experimental characteristics of porous triply periodic minimal surface (TPMS) structure
samples under different compression displacements of 1 mm, 4 mm, 7 mm, 10 mm, and the von
Mises stress cloud images verify the compression test results.

During quasi-static compression, the small deformation and mechanical changes
caused by a small amount of partially molten AlSi10Mg material blocking the porous
structure of TPMS are ignored. Gyroid, Diamond, Fischer-Koch S, and PMY samples
undergo apparent shear failure along with the extension of the curved surface. Different
angles between the shear band and the loading direction lead to different stress conditions
and deformation forms. The shear bands of Gyroid, Fischer-Koch S, and PMY samples
have larger angles with the loading direction, and their deformation is mainly manifested
as layered collapse. However, the Diamond sample first exhibited 45◦ shear deformation
during loading. I-WP, Neovius, Primitive, and F-RD samples show that the middle and
upper parts of the samples are damaged first. The deformation extends to the top and
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bottom of the sample in the form of a drum-shaped crack in the middle. As the compression
process progresses further, the porous TPMS structure samples experience internal buckling
deformation with local fracture failure around the surface hole until densification.

When the deformation of various porous TPMS structures reaches 20~30%, shear
bands with different angles to the compression direction appear at different positions.
As the compressive displacement increases, the shear bands and compressive directions
change in various TPMS porous structures. The deformation mechanism of buckling
collapse ensures uniform stress distribution when the TPMS porous structure is loaded.

3.1.2. Mechanical Response

During the quasi-static compression experiment, the load and displacement data are
collected by sensors, and the mechanical properties of different TPMS compression samples
are evaluated by measuring the load and deformation of the samples. Reaction force and
displacement data of nodes on rigid platen with different TPMS porous structures are
extracted in finite element simulation (Figure 10a). The load–displacement curves obtained
from three sets of quasi-static compression tests and finite element simulations for each
type of TPMS sample are summarized (Figure 10b).
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Figure 10. The post-processing results of quasi-static compression experiments. (a) The load-
displacement curves based on finite element simulation results. (b) The multi-component waterfall
diagram obtained from three sets of compression tests and finite element simulation results.

After calculation, the error values between the data obtained from three sets of quasi-
static compression tests on each TPMS sample and the data obtained from finite element
simulation were within 5%. The load–displacement curve was obtained based on the
post-processing results, and one data point is displayed for every 100 data points.

Three-stage compression of porous TPMS structure samples: (1) first undergo the
linear elastic stage; (2) then enter the platform section with load fluctuations; (3) finally, the
compaction section with the load changes abruptly, and the curve changes significantly.
The slope of the linear elastic segment represents the initial structural stiffness of the porous
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TPMS structure. The long, stable platform segment symbolizes the excellent compression
resistance of the porous TPMS structure. As the compression process proceeds, the internal
stress of the porous TPMS structure reaches the ultimate strength, and the structural
skeleton produces internal fracture or collapse as the load increases sharply. Finally, the
structure is gradually flattened and compacted. After the test, we observed the failure
parts of each sample and found that F-RD and PMY samples reach the compaction stage
after experiencing smaller compression displacement, and the structures become thicker
after densification. The solidity of F-RD and PMY led to greater structural stiffness during
deformation, resulting in a higher average load value in its load–displacement curve.

Observing the load–displacement curves of various TPMS porous structures during
loading and compression, we found that the average load and peak load of the Gyroid
structure were relatively small, and the deformation was uniform. Primitive, followed
by Gyroid, yielded longer and gentler plateaus compared to other structures. The load–
displacement curve obtained from the quasi-static compression simulation shows results
similar to those of the uniaxial compression test, confirming the accuracy of our simulation.
It proves that the established porous TPMS structure’s finite element simulation model has
good predictability, which lays the groundwork for crash simulation of vehicle crash box
models filled with porous TPMS structure.

3.1.3. Energy Absorption Evaluation Indexes Comparison

The cumulative absorbed energy of the porous TPMS structure in the effective com-
pression stroke and the measurement indicators mentioned above were counted, and the
obtained energy absorption indicators are shown in Table 5. According to Equation (3), the
energy absorption efficiency curve of different porous TPMS structures is drawn as shown
in Figure 11.

Table 5. Comparison of compression energy absorption indexes of porous triply periodic minimal
surface (TPMS) structure.

TPMS f (%) m (g) Sef (mm) ESR (%) Fm (kN) SEA (J/g)

Gyroid 11.27 7.013 11.88 59.40 18.38 31.14
Diamond 11.10 7.643 11.61 58.05 17.58 26.84

I-WP 10.08 7.460 10.56 52.80 17.51 24.79
Neovius 9.19 8.687 10.03 50.15 17.03 19.66
Primitive 11.68 6.767 12.28 61.40 16.09 29.20

Fischer-Koch S 9.61 8.520 9.99 49.95 13.58 15.92
F-RD 7.16 9.257 3.38 16.90 22.89 8.36
PMY 8.40 10.213 2.82 14.10 24.59 6.79
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The comprehensive analysis of the energy absorption index of the porous TPMS
structure shows that the greater the stiffness of the porous TPMS structure, the greater
the peak load and average load, and the unloading buffer effect is not good, but the
SEA value is often higher, and the unit structure mass can absorb relatively more energy.
Combined with the compression performance of various porous TPMS structures, as shown
in Figure 9, Gyroid and Primitive porous structures with protracted effective compression
displacement, flat platform stage, and ideal specific energy absorption value are selected
to fill the internal structure of the automobile energy-absorbing box, which is expected to
realize the lightweight design of the automobile and meet the requirements for passive
energy-absorbing structures.

3.2. Low-Speed Impact Analysis of Designed Energy-Absorbing Box
3.2.1. Deformation Mechanism and Mechanical Response

The high-resolution video camera recorded the whole experiment process in order to
observe the deformation behavior of the energy-absorbing box in the low-speed impact
experiments. The schematic diagram of the low-speed impact compression deformation
characteristics of the test sample at different compression times and the von Mises stress
cloud diagram of the collision impact simulation are shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Experimental characteristics of the automobile energy-absorbing box filled with porous
triply periodic minimal surface (TPMS) structure under 4.4 m/s speed impact, and the von Mises
stress cloud diagram of three energy-absorbing boxes under different collision moments of 0 ms,
3 ms, 6 ms, 9 ms, and 12 ms.

When the axial collision occurs, the failure of the traditional thin-walled energy-
absorbing box is manifested as the strength failure limit at the middle position of the
structure, and the macroscopic performance is the tearing of the drum structure generated
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by compression. The failed traditional thin-walled energy-absorbing box is cut with a wire
electrical discharge machine, and then the L-shaped thin walls of the upper and bottom
parts are generated. The shear stress generated by the designed energy-absorbing box
structure is at an angle of 45◦ with the axial load along the direction generated by the
curved surface structure. The complete failure of the designed energy absorption box
structure is represented by shear fracture along the internal structure of the porous TPMS
structure until the structure densification of the designed energy-absorbing box and the
load–displacement curve transitions from the plateau section to the exponential growth
stage (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Internal shape damage of three energy-absorbing boxes in the phase of collision plateau.

During the low-speed impact experiment, the load and displacement data are col-
lected by sensors, and the mechanical properties of different TPMS compression boxes are
evaluated by experimental testing and finite element simulation. The load–displacement
curve of the designed energy-absorbing boxes obtained after finite element simulation
post-processing is shown in Figure 14a. The load–displacement curves obtained from
three sets of low-speed impact tests and finite element simulations for each type of energy
absorbing box are summarized (Figure 14b). After calculation, the error values between
the data obtained from three sets of low-speed impact tests on each energy absorbing box
sample and the data obtained from finite element simulation are within 5%.

The buckling deformation of the traditional thin-walled energy-absorbing box tym-
panic expansion will bring local stress concentration, and unstable deformation mechanisms
are prone to bending and torsion phenomena during collisions. In contrast, the deformation
form of the energy-absorbing box filled with the porous TPMS structure is stable, showing
that it collapses layer by layer to the compacted state. The relatively uniform distribution
of stress changes after the impact process is conducive to improving the utilization effi-
ciency of the energy-absorbing box structure, eliminating local stress concentration, and
avoiding premature structural failure caused by uneven stress distribution on the shell.
When the crash box is compressed by the distance of the first breakage judgment point, the
traditional thin-walled crash box only bears a load of 103.6 kN. Surprisingly, the designed
energy-absorbing boxes filled with the porous TPMS structure bear 18.46% and 32.73%
more than it, 122.72 kN and 137.51 kN, respectively. The results of the dynamic impact
simulation are used as a corroboration of this conclusion.
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Figure 14. The post-processing results of low-speed impact experiments. (a) The load–displacement 
curves drawn based on finite element simulation results (the spherical point: the first breakage judg-
ment point of different energy-absorbing boxes). (b) The multi-component waterfall diagram ob-
tained from three sets of low-speed impact tests and finite element simulation results. 
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Figure 14. The post-processing results of low-speed impact experiments. (a) The load–displacement
curves drawn based on finite element simulation results (the spherical point: the first breakage
judgment point of different energy-absorbing boxes). (b) The multi-component waterfall diagram
obtained from three sets of low-speed impact tests and finite element simulation results.

3.2.2. Energy Absorption Evaluation Indexes Comparison

The automobile energy-absorbing boxes are a passive protection mechanism in a
low-speed car collision, and their peak load (Fmax) and mean load (Fm) directly determine
the degree of damage to the inner parts of the vehicle and the occupants. The load–
displacement curve of the energy-absorbing box under low-speed impact is analyzed and
processed, and the obtained energy-absorbing indexes are shown in Figure 15.
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As shown in Figure 15, the peak load of the traditional thin-walled crash box is
twice the average load, up to 133.47 kN. Although the average load of the traditional
thin-walled energy-absorbing box is low and the effective compression stroke is better
than the energy-absorbing box filled with the porous TPMS structures, it can be seen from
the displacement-force curve under low-speed collision in Figure 14 that the curve of the
platform stage fluctuates violently. The peak load of the traditional thin-walled crash
box is higher than the energy-absorbing box filled with porous TPMS structures, which
significantly reduces the protection performance of the vehicle in the event of a collision.
According to the simulation calculation, in the effective compression stroke of each type of
crash box, the Primitive-filled crash box absorbs 11.68 kJ of energy, the Gyroid-filled crash
box absorbs 13.78 kJ of energy, and the traditional thin-walled crash box absorbs 6.62 kJ of
energy. Under the same displacement, the energy-absorbing box filled with porous TPMS
structures can absorb collision energy more efficiently through structural compression.
Moreover, the Gyroid-filled energy-absorbing box has a higher specific energy absorption
value than the traditional thin-walled energy-absorbing box, indicating that it has a better
energy absorption capacity per unit mass.

After the comprehensive analysis of the mechanical response, deformation mechanism,
and various energy absorbing indexes of the energy absorbing boxes filled with porous
TPMS structures when subjected to low-speed impact at 4.4 m/s, the following conclusions
can be drawn: In automotive anti-shock applications, the smooth load fluctuations of the
energy absorbing boxes filled with porous TPMS structure can reduce injuries to accident
personnel. The stable layer-by-layer collapse mechanism and shear failure deformation
solve the problem of excessive peak load of the traditional square tube energy absorbing box.
The excellent SEA value of the Gyroid-filled energy absorbing box can provide assistance
for the lightweight of the energy absorbing structure of the vehicle.

The results of this work were compared with the novelty energy absorbing boxes
designed by scientific researchers in Figure 16.
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Structures BHTS 1–2 [45], BHTS-3 [46], FS3 [47], BHTNS [48], Q, H, and O-BMCT [49]
are biomimetic multi-cell tubes based on aluminum alloys, whereas NPR structure [50]
is a novel three-dimensional double-arrow structure with negative Poisson’s ratio. The
SEA values of the aluminum alloy tubes fluctuate around 30 J/g, which is clearly lower
than that of CFRP [51] honeycomb boxes (53.9 J/g) and TC [52] triple-cell boxes (58.0 J/g).
The SEA of energy absorbing boxes with porous, filled TPMS structures is 36.5% and
50.2% higher than that of the aluminum alloy energy absorbing boxes, approximately. The
energy absorption capacity of an energy absorbing box filled with Primitive or Gyroid is
comparable to composite structures of integrated biomimetic design or even slightly higher
than them. This suggests that the Primitive and Gyroid samples, fabricated from FS271M,
are promising candidates for improving crashworthiness.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, TPMS modeling and triangulation are realized based on MATLAB, and
quasi-static compression tests are carried out on periodic porous TPMS structures printed
by SLM. Subsequently, combined with the joint simulation of Hypermesh and Abaqus
to realize the axial compression simulation of porous TPMS structure, the deformation
mechanism, mechanical response, and energy absorption characteristics of different porous
TPMS structures under axial quasi-static compressive loads are systematically analyzed.
Finally, the Gyroid and Primitive structures with excellent mechanical properties are
selected as the inner core to design the automotive energy-absorbing box. The boxes
are printed via SLM. Combined with low-speed impact experiment and simulation, the
deformation mechanism, impact resistance, and energy absorbing properties of crash boxes
filled with porous TPMS structures were compared with those of the traditional thin-walled
crash box. The key findings from this research are summarized below.

1. Structural failure of the porous TPMS structure along the surface shear bands under
axial quasi-static compressive loading conditions. Deformation is dominated by
layered bending collapse, which stabilizes structural deformation while reducing
peak loads.

2. The load–displacement curves of the porous TPMS structures (Gyroid and Primitive)
subjected to external loads fluctuate smoothly. The more prominent the shear defor-
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mation of the porous TPMS structure, the less the fluctuation degree of the platform
section affected by the single load.

3. The energy-absorbing box filled with porous TPMS structures is attributed to a par-
ticular deformation behavior. The failure form of layer-by-layer collapse provides it
with high-quality energy absorption capacity, and its peak load and load fluctuation
are significantly reduced compared with traditional thin-walled energy-absorbing
boxes. On the premise of ensuring lightweight and energy absorption requirements, a
new solution is provided for solving the problems of excessive peak load and unstable
load fluctuation of traditional thin-walled energy-absorbing boxes.

4. Comprehensive analysis shows that the porous TPMS structure has the advantages
of eliminating stress concentration and improving mechanical strength. Automo-
bile energy absorbing boxes filled with porous TPMS structures have excellent im-
pact resistance and energy absorption characteristics compared with traditional thin-
walled energy-absorbing boxes. The porous TPMS structure is an ideal candidate for
lightweight multifunctional structures.

5. The research is based on SLM to realize the lightweight design of automotive energy-
absorbing boxes and to provide the basis for the selection of other parts. Additional
research should be carried out on the influence of the parameters of additive manu-
facturing and the selection of raw materials on the mechanical behavior of porous
TPMS structures. Through the matching of different additive manufacturing tech-
nologies and excellent raw materials, combined with the topological optimization of
porous TPMS structure, the integrated design of goal–material–structure–function
can be achieved.
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